
EXPLORERS CIRCLE  
IS MADE POSSIBLE  

WITH THE GENEROUS  
SUPPORT OF



Give through Explorers Circle and 
discover the exceptional personal 
rewards of supporting Arts Commons 
and National Geographic.

For 130 years, National Geographic 
has funded ground-breaking scientists 
and explorers and shared their 
findings with the world. It sponsored 
Explorer-in-Residence Dr. Sylvia Earl 
throughout a career spent expanding 
our knowledge of the world’s fragile 
oceans, documented Robert Ballard’s  

quest to find the Titanic, and 
supported Jane Goodall’s ground-
breaking study of chimpanzees. 

Your financial support helps National 
Geographic to explore and protect  
our planet by supporting the world’s 
best scientists, photographers, 
journalists, and filmmakers. 

Arts Commons and National 
Geographic believe in the power of 
science, exploration, and storytelling  
to change the world.

NOW MORE THAN EVER, OUR PLANET 
NEEDS OUR HELP!

“[Being an  
Explorers Circle  
Member means] 
being an engaged 
member of the 
arts community 
and supporting 
initiatives for a 
sustainable future.”

Jordan & Nyssa  
Moore, Explorers

On the Cover:  (Top) © Tim Laman. (Centred-left) NGL Explorer Dr. Lee Berger. © Will Young 
(Below) © Thomas Peschak

NGL Explorer Bertie Gregory (right) © Will Young

© Will Young

NGL Explorer Mireya Mayor (left) ©Bree Kennedy
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Join the  
Circle

403-294-7455 

ext 1441

To date, National Geographic has 
given out more than 12,000 grants 
to ventures that are making a real 
difference in the world—projects like 
the Big Cats Initiative, which is working 
to stop the decline in populations of 
big cats in the wild; and the Pristine 
Seas project, which has helped protect 
3 million square kilometers of the 
ocean’s last wild places.

And with our planet’s future at stake, 
National Geographic is focused on the 
guardians of that future: our children.  
Its education programs give teachers 
the tools they need to engage kids of 

all ages, revealing our interconnected 
world, and inspiring new generations 
of citizens and explorers.

When you join Explorers Circle, you 
support Arts Commons public and 
student matinee presentations of 
National Geographic Live that inspire 
people to care about the planet; and 
contribute to National Geographic’s 
work in conservation, exploration, 
research, and education.*

*National Geographic Society receives funds 
from National Geographic Partners LLC, made 
possible in part by your gift through Explorers 
Circle. To learn more, visit natgeo.com/info.

“[We] look forward 
to continuing our 
sponsorship of the 
National Geographic 
Live program from the 
perspectives of the 
quality, and especially the 
extraordinarily successful 
effort that Arts Commons 
continues to make with 
its student outreach 
program.”

Doug Flaig & Helen Timmons, 
Engagement Sponsors of  
Social By Nature

“It’s wonderful to be a part of  
group of people that truly care 
about conservation and the  
natural world.”

Antony, Kathleen & Alexander Deakin,  
Trailblazers

NGL Explorer Carsten Peter (right) © Will Young

NGL Explorer Kenny Broad (centre) © Kaija Dirkson

NGL Explorer Bertie Gregory (right) © Lucia Juliao

NGL Explorer Terry Virts (left) © Will Young
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1 S T  R E C E P T I O N

Speaker:  Ronan Donovan - Explorer, Filmmaker & Photographer 
 Social By Nature

Reception:  Arts Commons, Founders Room 
 Monday, November 5, 2018 - 5:30pm

”In the midst of the Anthropocene, I strive to create visual stories that 
document the plight of our changing world.” ~ Ronan Donovan

What’s a human? We are, at our core, social mammals. We build relationships, communicate, 
reproduce, establish territories, and adapt to shrinking resources. In these ways, we’re no 
different than other social mammals. Chimpanzees, wolves, gorillas, and bears are among 
the most charismatic of the social mammals we know. We identify with them as species, 
groups, and even as named individuals. They’re also under threat. Join biologist turned 
photographer Ronan Donovan as he talks about his work in documenting these animals  
and what we, as fellow social mammals, can learn from them.

2 N D  R E C E P T I O N

Speaker:  Kevin Hand - Astrobiologist 
 The Search for Life Beyond Earth

Reception:  Arts Commons, Founders Room 
 Monday, January 28, 2019 - 5:30pm

“When I think about the desire to connect with life elsewhere in the 
universe, it gives me an incredible sense of the fragility of life here on 
Earth and how crucial it is to protect our collective home.” ~ Kevin Hand

Working out of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, Astrobiologist Kevin 
Hand designs instruments that will travel nearly 600 million miles from Earth to explore 
Europa, Jupiter’s fourth largest moon, where a possible subsurface ocean is hypothesized 
to support life. As Principal Investigator for the NASA Astrobiology Institute’s Icy Worlds 
Team, Hand has journeyed to study life in some of the most awesome corners of this planet, 
including the glaciers of Mt. Kilimanjaro, the north slope of Alaska, the interior plains of 
Antarctica, and – on a record-breaking dive in 2012 – the depths of the Mariana Trench. Join 
Kevin for a firsthand account of being on the frontline of the search for extraterrestrial life.  

EXPLORERS CIRCLE  
RECEPTIONS

© Ronan Donovan

© Ronan Donovan

© Guillermo Abramson

“We recommend  
joining Explorers  
Circle because it  

is a wonderful 
opportunity to meet 

explorers, while 
supporting National 

Geographic and Arts 
Commons in the work 

they do to give back to 
the community.”

Ken Havard & Rosalind Reid, 
Engagement Sponsors of 

Adventures Among Orangutans
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All Explorers Circle events (special guests, dates, times and locations) are subject to change.

3 R D  R E C E P T I O N

Speaker:  Thomas Peschak - Explorer, Photographer 
 Wild Seas, Secret Shores

Reception:  Arts Commons, Founders Room 
 Monday, March 11, 2019 - 5:30pm

“The legendary conservationist George Schaller wrote: ‘Pen and Camera 
are weapons against oblivion; they can create awareness for that which 
may soon be lost forever’. I spend an average 8 months a year on 
assignment documenting shark conservation projects all over the world.  
Schaller’s words are my mantra and especially in times when all hope 
seems lost they inspire me never to give up.” ~ Thomas Peschak

To Thomas Peschak, sharks aren’t a reason to get out of the water. They’re a reason to get in.  
Following his lifelong obsession, he’s found himself paddling kayaks alongside great white 
sharks in South Africa, swimming among hundreds of one-ton manta rays in the Maldives,  
and keeping pace with massive whale sharks in the Arabian Sea. Marine biologist–turned–
National Geographic Photographer takes audiences around the world with his award-winning 
images and his engaging take on the ocean’s charismatic creatures.

4 T H  R E C E P T I O N

Speakers:  Cheryl Knott - Explorer, Biological Anthropologist  
 Tim Laman - Explorer, Biologist & Photographer 
 Adventures Among Orangutans

Reception:  Arts Commons, Founders Room 
 Monday, May 6, 2019 - 5:30pm

“Since orangutans only bear young about once every eight years, they 
can’t replace their numbers fast enough. With more than 80 percent of 
the orangutans’ habitat lost, and illegal logging expanding at an ever 
increasing pace, preservation efforts have become as important as 
research.” ~ Cheryl Knott

Solitary animals living in hard-to-reach places, orangutans are one of the most difficult large 
land animals to study. Since 1992, husband-and-wife team Cheryl Knott and Tim Laman  
have been using innovative techniques and new technologies to gain a closer look at this 
intelligent, resourceful—and threatened—species, giving us insights not only into their world, 
but also our own.

“Being an Explorers 
Circle member means 
having a backstage 
pass to meet  
interesting people 
doing amazing things.”

Lloyd & Riona Freeman, 
Explorers

© CSOWEN

© Tim Laman

© Tim Laman
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OFFICIAL PRINTER

Official receipt for tax purposes pursuant  
to Canada Revenue Agency regulations 

Grateful acknowledgement of your name  
on the Arts Commons website

Grateful acknowledgement of your name in  
Arts Commons 2018-19 Report to Community

Grateful Acknowledgement on the Honour Wall 
in the lobby of the Jack Singer Concert Hall 
throughout the 2019-20 Season 

A National Geographic official  
Yellow Border pin 

Exclusive access to attend an Explorers Circle 
Reception to meet the National Geographic 
Explorer of your choice and enjoy complimentary 
bar & beverage service in the Founders Room

An autographed memento from the Explorer

Grateful acknowledgement of your name on  
the screen prior to all National Geographic Live 
presentations in the Jack Singer Concert Hall

Concierge Services - Priority Seating through  
the Development Office

Subscription to Arts Commons Magazine, 
Calgary’s premier arts and culture publication

Grateful acknowledgement of your name  
in Arts Commons Magazine

Join Explorers Cheryl Knott and Tim Laman  
for the Explorers Circle Dinner on Saturday,  
May 4, 2019. Limited membership available. 

custom  
sponsorship 
package

EXPLORERS CIRCLE (EC) 
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Donation 
Amount

Donation 
less $50

Donation 
less $200

One EC  
Reception

One Gift

Four EC  
Receptions

Four Gifts

friend 
$100 to 
$299

associate 
explorer 
$300

explorer 
$1,200

engagement 
sponsor 
$10,000

Membership is for a 12-month period; benefits are provided throughout that period.

N
EW

!  The donor receives an offi
cial receipt for tax purposes less the value of a custom

ized package of 
benefits that w

ill be negotiated w
ith the donor to reflect the donor’s priorities.  

For m
ore inform

ation, please call our D
evelopm

ent O
ffi

cer, D
aniel M

ills, at 40
3-294-7475, extension 1441.
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EW

!  The donor receives an offi
cial receipt for tax purposes less the value of a custom

ized package of 
benefits that w

ill be negotiated w
ith the donor to reflect the donor’s priorities.  

For m
ore inform

ation, please call our D
evelopm

ent O
ffi

cer, D
aniel M

ills, at 40
3-294-7475, extension 1441.

“We are honoured 
to be members 

supporting such a 
great program like 

National Geographic 
Live. Such an enriching 

experience and one we look 
forward to every year!”

Maureen Armitage & Shane Matthews,
Explorers 

NGL Explorer Dr. Lee Berger (left) © Will Young

EXPLORERS CIRCLE IS MADE 
POSSIBLE WITH THE  
GENEROUS SUPPORT OF 
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Join the  
Circle

artscommons.ca/ 

explorerscircle



Founded on a vision,  
built for the community,  
and supported by you!

Arts Commons 
205 – 8th Avenue SE, Calgary, Alberta  T2G 0K9 
403-294-7455  /  artscommons.ca

Charitable Registration Number 11882 3269 RR0001  
(Registered as Calgary Centre for Performing Arts)

Please share with a friend!

Follow us #artscommons @yycARTS


